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ABSTRACT:  

The article provides a semantic 

analysis of phraseological units of the Tajik 

language. Phraseologisms are studied 

structurally-semantically and 

methodologically. Alisher Navoi's poetry in 

Tajik was chosen as the object of the article. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

In the second half of the twentieth 

century, the interest in the problems of 

phraseology in world linguistics increased. This 

has been the subject of numerous international 

and regional conferences on phraseology, 

defended PhD and doctoral dissertations, 

numerous published monographs and 

textbooks testify to a number of scientific 

collections. Since phraseology has been studied 

in lexicology for many years in linguistics, in 

the 50s and 60s of the twentieth century, the 

methodological and other descriptions of the 

word were mechanically applied to 

phraseologies as well. Rather than equating a 

phrase with a word, it is expedient to talk about 

its functional, methodological, and lexical-

semantic conformity to the word, and to 

analyze this situation more on the basis of 

artistic and journalistic style materials. 

Alisher wrote his poems in Turkish 

(under the pseudonym Navoi) and Persian 

(under the pseudonym Foniy Navoi). Navoi 

compiled his poems in Persian under the name 

"Devoni Foniy". Navoi also compiled his 

Persian poems, he created two collections, 

ò���������������ó��ò���������������ó������ò	������

�����ó��ò	�����������ó�ä 

 

THE MAIN PART: 

Throughout his life, Alisher Navoi 

combined literary works with politics. Being a 

high-ranking official, he made a great 

contribution to the socio-economic 

improvement of the life of the country; 

sponsored the development of science, science, 

and art always strived for peace and harmony. 

Alisher Navoi's work has been 

thoroughly studied. In the article we want to 

talk about the skill of our ancestor Navoi, the 

sultan of the word property, in the use of 

phraseology. Navoi's poetry paid special 

attention to the semantic analysis of 

phraseology in "Devoni Foniy", its purposeful 

use both in the speech of semantic characters 

and in the speech of the author-narrator. 

Therefore, in this play we do not encounter any 

inappropriately used, excessive phraseology. 

Over the next half century, Uzbek 

linguistics has developed a structural-

grammatical structure of phraseology, 

Significant achievements have been made in 

the field of semantic-methodological and 

functional-pragmatic, comparative-typological 

studies, a number of new monographs, 

pamphlets, textbooks, created scientific 

articles, phraseological dictionaries, several 

PhD and doctoral dissertations were defended. 

A.Khojiev divides phraseologies into 

own and mastered layers and interprets them 

as follows: Just like in lexicon, phraseology has 
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its own and mastered layer. The main part of 

phraseology consists of phraseologisms 

belonging to its own layer; the absorbing layer 

is a small amount. But, firstly, the acquisition of 

phraseology is much less than the acquisition 

of words, and secondly, the acquisition of 

phraseology from another language is not 

exactly the same, but mainly assimilated. For 

example: The phraseology of the brick moved 

from the mold to the Tajik language ØËÛÕ� ÃÊ�


ÑÎËÄ ÄÃÓØÈÔÕÃÐ phraseology is a 

masterpiece. There are so many phraseologies 

with the same meaning in Tajik and Uzbek 

languages that it is difficult to say exactly which 

language they are derived from: how the wind 

blew � ÍÃÇÑÏ�ÛÃÏÑÎ�ÒÃÓÓÑÐÇá let the head be 

of stone � ÔÃÓÃÛ� �ÃÊ� ÔÃÐÆ�ÛÃÅÃÇá orate � ÆÃÒ�

×ÖÓ4ØÕÃÐ and others. 

In literary language, the principles of 

saving units, using their short forms are 

common. Any national language is constantly 

enriched and developed not only on the basis 

of its own internal capabilities, but also under 

the influence of other languages. Such progress 

can also be observed in the process of 

mastering the phrase. 

For any true poet, writer, phraseology is 

manifested not only as a means of expression, 

of expression of experiences, but also as a way 

of life, a way of life. Like any phrase, 

phraseology acquires a certain meaning 

according to the ideological and aesthetic 

purpose of the work of art reveals its new 

facets of meaning through the content at the 

base. We have tried to elucidate this idea 

mainly on the basis of examples taken from 

Navoi's poetry. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: 

We want to comment on some linguistic 

features of semantic, structural-grammatical 

analysis of phraseological units. 

¦ÖÐ�ÄÃ�éÇË�ÎÃÝÎË�4�ÏÃÌÎË�ÏÃË�ÆÖÎÆÖÐ�ÍÖÐÃÏá 

 Ñ�ÃÓË� ÇÃÅÓÑÐ� ÊË� ØÖÐÑÄË� �ËÆÃÓ� ÒÖÓØÖÐ�

ÍÖÐÃÏ. 

Translation: 

When I lean into the rose wine with its ruby 

memory, 

I fill the Davron bowl with liver blood. 

The second line of the above byte is 

represented by a complete phraseological unit 

òÔÑ�ÃÓË� ÇÃÅÓÑÐ� ÊË� ØÖÐÑÄË� �ËÆÃÓ� ÒÖÓØÖÐ�

ÍÖÐÃÏóä Navoi 3 phraseological units in the 

expression of a single content òÔÑ�ÃÓË�

ÇÃÅÓÑÐóá�òØÖÐÑÄË��ËÆÃÓóá�ò�ÒÖÓØÖÐ�ÍÖÐÃÏó - he 

once again proved the magic of words. 

Most of the phraseological resources are 

phraseological units based on somatisms. In 

the following byte, the word òÚÃÛÏó� (eye) is 

used 3 times, one semantically not repeating 

the other. First òÚÃÛÏó (eye) òÚÃÛÏË�ÓÃ�ÏÃÕ�

Ã×ÍÃÐ.ó is this phrase has a figurative 

meaning, the second comes as a component of 

the phrase òÆ4ÛÃË� ÚÃÛÏÈó and also which 

retains its lexical meaning, the third word 

òÚÃÛÏó (eye) has a figurative meaning in the 

phrase òÚÃÛÏ�ÇÑÓÃÇó : 
¦Ö��ÃÓ�Ô4�ÚÃÛÏË�ÓÃ�ÏÃÕ�Ã×ÍÃÐ.á�ÃÊ�

Æ4ÛÃË� ÚÃÛÏÈ 

�Ã� £ÑÐ.� ÄËÐá� ÍË� 4� �ÃÏ� ÚÃÛÏ� ÇÑÓÃÇ� âÍ�

ÐËÆÑ�ÃÕÓÑä 

In the given byte, the semantics of the 

����� òÚÃÛÏó� ������ ���� ���������� ��������� ���
the structure of phraseological units. The 

sultan of the word property, our ancestor 

Navoi, did not neglect the basic, relative, and 

even additional meanings of the component 

òÚÃÛÏó���������������������ä 
The word òÇËÎó (heart) also has a place 

in poetry according to the statistics of its use. In 

Navoi's poetry, too, there are a large number of 

phraseological units based on this word. For 

example: 

�ÖÅÃÇ�ÚÖÐ�ÄÃÓ� ÃÔËÓË ÐÑ
ÃË��ÃÌÎ.á�
ÍË�ÇÃÓ�ÅÑÇ. 

£Ë�ÑÐ� ÃÊ� ÚÑÍË� ÇËÎ� �Ã�ÐÖÐ� ÍÃÛÃÇá� ÐÈ�

ÊÃÐÆË�ÏÃ�ÏËÎ�Ñä  
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The word òÇËÎó (heart) is used in the 

phraseology òÚÑÍË�ÇËÎó as a component of the 

phraseological unit ò×Ë�ÑÐ�ÍÃÛËÇÃÐó. It is in 

this phraseology that M. Fozilov is described in 

ò£ÃÓ�ÃÐÆË��ËÄÑÓÃ�ÑË�ÓÈØÕÃó�����������ã 

vxsä�ËÎË ÍÃÔÈ�ÚÑÍ��ÚÑÍ-ÚÑÍ� ÄÖÇÃÐ 

ÔÃØÕ� �ÃÏÆËÐ,  ÃÎÊÏÊÃÇÃ ÄÖÇÃÐä 
�ËÎÃÏ ÃÊ�ÔÃÓÊÃÐËÛ�Ñ ÚÑÍ-ÚÑÍ  ÃÔÕá 

�ÃÔËÇÃ�ÍÑÓÇ�ÕÑ  ÄÃÓ ÖÔÕÖØÑÐÃÏ 

�äÔÃÎËÎ [10,400]. 

�Ê�ÛËÍÑ×Ë� �ÖÐÚÃ ÒËÐÇÑÓ.� ÐÃÏÑéÐ� ÆÃÛÕ�

ÆÖÎá 

�ÃÓ�ÊË�ÚÑÍË�ÔËÐÃÃÏ�ÄËÐ.�ÇËÎË�ÔÃÇÚÑÍÓÑä  
In this verse, the word òÚÑÍó comes in both a 

separate simple word and a compound word, 

and is one of the main components of the 

phraseology: òÚÑÍË�ÔËÐÃÃÏó�� phrase, òÇËÎË�

ÔÃÇÚÑÍÓÑó- phrase. 

Usually in prose the components of 

phraseological units are arranged in an organic 

connection, but in poetry the internal order is 

an exception. One of the peculiar structural 

features of phraseology, they contain 

abbreviated forms as well as full forms. The 

cases related to the reduction of their content 

are explained by the saving of speech means. 

Since phraseology has been studied in 

lexicology for many years in linguistics, in the 

50s and 60s of the twentieth century, the 

methodological and other descriptions of the 

word were mechanically applied to 

phraseologies as well. Rather than equating a 

phrase with a word, it is expedient to talk about 

its functional, methodological, and lexical-

semantic conformity to the word, and to 

analyze this situation more on the basis of 

artistic and journalistic style materials. 

The following byte uses the 

phraseological units ò
ÃÎÃÏ� ÍÃÓÇ� ÇËÎÃÏó  

and òÐÃ
Û�ÄÃÓÑÅÃÓÇ�ÇËÎÃÏó: 

�ÑÏÃÕá� ÍË� ÄÃ� ÓÑÔÕ.� 
ÃÎÃÏ� ÍÃÓÇ� ÇËÎÃÏá  
3-4��ÃÏÚÖ�ÐËÆËÐ�ÐÃ
Û�ÄÃÓÑÅÃÓÇ�ÇËÎÃÏä  

The phraseological unit in the first verse 

means òÒÑÓÃ�ÛÖÇÃÐË� ÇËÎó and, figuratively 

speaking, means the breaking of the heart. In 

the second verse, òÐÃ
Û�ÄÃÓÑÅÃÓÇ�ÇËÎÃÏó  as 

a polysemantic phraseological unitï� meaning 

òÄÃ�ÇËÎ�ÐÃ
Û�ÄÃÔÕÃÐó . 

In recent times, the text is seen only as a 

product of the process of transferring elements 

of the language system to speech, as a mental 

device that reflects his knowledge and thinking 

in the process of human communication. This 

process is preserved in the linguistic memory 

of a particular linguist in world linguistics, and 

onomastic units, which are elements of texts 

that are frequently used in speech activity, 

have emerged as stable precedent units [8]. 

Linguist Razzoq Gafforov in his research 

in the field of linguistics has divided the Tajik 

phrases into three types according to their 

semantic features: 

a) bulk, integral turnover (òËÄÑÓÃ�ÑË�ÓÈØÕÃó): 

as the ÇËÎ�ÄÃÓÇÑÛÕÃÐá�ÇËÎ�ÑÄ�Ø4ÓÇÃÐ; 

b) metaphorical expressions (òËÄÑÓÃ�ÑË�
ÒÃÌÅÃÔÕ� ÅÃ� é� ÏÃ�ÑÊËË� ×ÓÃÊÈÑÎÑÆ.ó) : 

ÚÃÛÏ� Ò4ÛËÇÃ�      ÐÃÍÖÛÑÇÃá� ÏËÉÃ� ÕÃ��

ÐÃÍÃÓÇÃÐá� ÒÃÛÛÃ� ÒÃÓ� ÐÃÊÃÇÃÐá� ÄÃ� ÓÈÛÃ�

ÕÃÄÃÓ�ÊÃÇÃÐ; 

c) One of the components of the lexicalized 

phrase: ÖÔÕÑË�ÆÖÎÇÃÔÕá�Ó4ÊË�ÔÃØÕ. R. Gafforov 

does not give a special name to the phrases of 

the last type [4]. 

Our observations and analysis show that 

the phraseological units encountered in the 

Devoni Foni are often specific to cast-in-place 

sentences and metaphorical sentences, one of 

the components of which is more commonly 

used than lexicalized expressions. 

Phraseological units are divided into 3 

types according to the semantic analysis of 

H.Majidov [6]: idiom-metaphorical 

phraseologies, frazema - one of the components 

in the original sense, the rest are 

phraseological units formed on the basis of 

lexical meanings of phraseological units and 

components of the integrity of semantics, 

which come in a figurative sense. We analyze 
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our selected examples based on this scale. For 

example, 

�ÃÓÚË� ÄÖÎÄÖÎÓÑ� ÊË� ÆÖÎ� ØÑÓË� �Ã×Ñ�

ÛÖÇ�ÏÖÕÕÃÔËÎá  

 Ã�Î� ÄÑÛÃÇá� ÆÃÓ�ÐÃÏÑâÇ� Ô4Ë� ÄÖÎÄÖÎ�

Ó4Ë�ÇËÎä 

òØÑÓË� �Ã×Ñó- the second semantic 

���������������������������á���������òØÑÓó�

�������������á�����òÉÃ×Ñó������������ä  

òÓ4Ë�ÇËÎó�� this phraseological unit is 

����� ��������� ��� ���� ������á� ������ òÓòÌó�

���� �� ����������� �������á� òÇËÎó� - in the 

original sense. 

�ÃÓ� ÃÅÅÃÎ� ÑÕÃÛË� ËÛ
� ÑÔÑÐ� ÐÃÏÖÇ� ÏÑÓÑá 

3-4�âÍ�ÛÃÓÃÓ�ÄÃÓÑÅÃÓÇ�ÃÊ�ÔËÐÃ�ÇÖÇ�ÏÑÓÑä  

òÑÕÃÛË� ËÛ
ó� - frazema, because the 

first component is figurative, the second is 

lexical. 

òÄÃÓÑÅÃÓÇ� ÃÊ� ÔËÐÃ� ÇÖÇ� ÏÑÓÑó � this 

phraseological unit belongs to the idiom 

because it is formed on the basis of 

metaphor. 

¡ËÓË�ÇËÎÇ4Ê�ÄÃ��ÃÓ�ÇËÎ� ÊÃÐ.á�àÌ�
ÑÕËÎË�

ÏÃÔÕá 
�ÑÅÃÍÈ�ÚÃÐÇ�ÐËÆÃ��ÇÑÓ�ÄÃÓÑË�ÇËÎË�ÏÑä  

òÕËÓË� ÇËÎÇ4Ê ÄÃ� �ÃÓ� ÇËÎ� ÊÃÐ.ó� - is 

an idiom in terms of semantics and is 

������ ��� ���� ��������� ��� ���� òÇËÎó�

(heart). 

£ÑÐ.á� ÖÏÏÈÇ� ÚÖÐÑÐ� ÃÔÕá� ÍË� ÇÃÓ� ÅÑÇËË�
ËÛ
á 

�ÃÔÍÃÐË� 
Ñ×ËÎÃÔÑÎÑÓ� ÄÖÅÃÇ� ÏÃ�ÏËÎË  

ÏÑ! 

òÅÑÇËË� ËÛ
áó� � belongs to the group 

of phrases in terms of content. 

ÔÑÐ� ×ËÇÑâÕ� ÔÑÊÃÏá� àÌ� £ÑÐ.á� ÃÆÃÓ�

ØÑ�.� ÓÃÔÑÐÇá 

�Ã
ÕË� �ÑÐ� ÇÑÇÃÐá� ÄÃ� ÔÃÓÅÃ
ÕÃÏ� ÇÃÏÈ�

�ÑÐÑÐÃÓÑä 

ò�ÑÐ ×ËÇÑâÕ� ÔÑÊÃÏó� � belongs to the 

group of idioms and is based on the somatism 

�������ò�ÑÐóä 

ò�ÑÐ ÇÑÇÃÐó- the structure of this unit is 

also based on the somatism of the ò�ÑÐó and, 

artistically, belongs to the semantic group of 

the phrase. 

¦Ö� ÎÃÄ� ÄÃ� ËÛÅÃ� ÆÃÊ.á� ÇÃÔÕ� ÃÆÃÓ�

ÐË�ÃÏ� ÄÃÓ� ÇËÎá 

�ËÆ4�Ú.�ÚÑÓÃ�ÍÖÐÃÏ��ÑÐË�ÐÑÛËÍÈÄÑÓÑëè  

òÇÃÔÕ� ÃÆÃÓ� ÐË�ÃÏ� ÄÃÓ� ÇËÎó� � the 

phrase belongs to the semantic group, comes in 

an independent form and is based on the 

�����������òÇÃÔÕó������������òÇËÎó (heart). 

�ÃÓ�ÛÃÅ
Ë�ÎÃÝÎË�ÕÖá�ÍË�ÇËÎÃÏ� ØÖÐË�ÐÑÄ�

ÓÈØÕá 

§4ÓÑÄÃÈÔÕ�ÑÐá�ÍË�ÄÃÓ�ÑÕÃÛ�ÍÃÄÑÄ�ÓÈØÕ  

òÇËÎÃÏ� ØÖÐË� ÐÑÄ� ÓÈØÕó - the 

phraseological unit belongs to the group of 

idioms in terms of meaning, and the art in the 

byte is expressed through this construction. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Phraseological units, as descriptive 

means of the Tajik language, have imparted 

affectivity. 

Monographic research and textbooks 

have been created on the analysis of 

phraseology used in historical and modern 

works in Tajik linguistics, their role in speech, 

methodological features as a grammatical and 

pictorial tool. 

Phrases that are viewed as a lexical unit 

used in speech are often not reflected in 

dictionaries. Uses them to reveal semantic and 

grammatical meaning in a dictionary. That is 

why they form a whole. It is often used in a 

������ï�� ����� ������� ��� �������� ������ ������������

and mental characteristics. 

Phraseologisms cannot include a 

particular word at will. For example, using 

phraseology in our speech, we cannot add 

additional words to the structure, except in 

some cases where it is possible to include 

definite words in their meaning, of course. 
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